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ABSTRACT The human metabolome allows for direct observation of both host and microbial metabolism and has great potential in disease diagnosis and therapeutic drug discovery. However, comprehensive metabolomic profiling is challenging due to vast 
differences in metabolite properties. Moreover, this process is difficult to scale operationally and can be costly with increasing cohort size. In this study, we explored the feasibility of utilizing microbiome sequencing data to predict the metabolites in a microbial 
community. We collected paired microbiome sequencing (16S amplicon sequencing, metagenomics and meta-transcriptomics) and metabolome data (MS, NMR) from 6 independent cohorts across multiple disease areas (648 stool samples, 83 intestinal tissue 
samples). Two reference-based, gene-to-metabolite prediction pipelines, including Second Genome’s proprietary pipeline – Mangosteen (Metagenome-based Metabolome Prediction) and MIMOSA (Model-based Integration of Metabolite Observations and Species 
Abundances), as well as one model-based prediction pipeline - MelonnPan (Model-based Genomically Informed High-dimensional Predictor of Microbial Community Metabolic Profiles) were evaluated. MelonnPan, which was trained with in-house curated 
metabolome data, performed the best in predicting the presence/ absence of metabolites in human gut (F1 score 0.36). This pre-trained MelonnPan model also achieved the highest F1 score (0.13) in predicting differential metabolites between case 
and control subjects. Taken together, our results indicate the feasibility of predicting metabolites and identifying significant metabolite differences between treatment groups simply from microbiome sequencing data. More importantly, this work suggests that future 
work on metabolite prediction from microbiome sequencing data could be a relatively fast and reliable approach to explore the human gut metabolome and gain metabolic insights of microbial communities.  

Pipelines Evaluation Matrices

Qualitative: Coverage

Quantitative: 
Differential metabolite identification

Evaluation Datasets

Noecker et al, mSystems 2016 Mallick et al, Nature Communications 2019SG’s proprietary pipeline SG_project_ID Pubmed ID Disease 
area Cohort Metabolome Microbiome Sample # Contrast evaluated

BIRD17_0299 29042495 Healthy Adult FT-ICR-MS 16S 41 High Resistant Starch intervention: baseline
  Control

BIRD18_0300 29704665 CRC Adult LC-MS 16S 83 Diseased tissue: Healthy tissue distal to
  diseased tissue

BIRD18_0294 29274915 ASD Child NMR 16S 44 ASD:healthy Control

BIRD19_0285 30531976 IBD Adult LC-MS MTG 220 CD:non-IBD Control

BIRD15_0261 31142855 IBD Adult LC-MS
MTG 226 CD:non-IBD Control

MTT 299 CD:non-IBD Control

SG_internal_data NA IBD Adult LC-MS
16S 44 active UC:healthy Control

MTT 44 active UC:healthy Control

ASD: autism spectrum disorder
CRC: colorectal cancer
IBD: inflammatory bowel disease

LC-MS: liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry
NMR: nuclear magnetic resonance
FT-ICR-MS: Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry

16S: 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing 
MTG: metagenomic sequencing 
MTT: metatranscriptomic sequencing 

Data Processing

Differential Metabolite Evaluation

MelonnPan Performance 
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Coverage Evaluation

● Total 11,527 unique KOs and 8,421 
RXNs mapped 

● 1,998 metabolites assigned with 
SG unique chemical IDs

Microbiome data through SG’s proprietary pipelines

Metabolome data through SG’s proprietary curation process
Conclusions & Future Work

MelonnPan prediction has significantly higher Precision and F1 score

MelonnPan prediction has higher Precision and F1 score

One-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc tests
*P<0.05
**P<0.001
***P<0.0001

The current MelonnPan model showed higher performance when provided 
(16S NGS inferred) metagenomics data

● Metabolite prediction is achievable with only microbiome sequencing data
● Machine-learning based MelonnPan prediction performed the best regarding to 

coverage and differential metabolite identification; however, this method is 
limited to metabolites measured by MS/ NMR, and could not predict novel 
metabolites

● Stratifying the MelonnPan training datasets by diseases/ sequencing/ 
metabolome methods could potentially benefit the model performance, which 
needs further exploration 

● Metabolite prediction from microbiome data could be a relatively fast and 
reliable approach to explore the human gut metabolome for biomarker and 
therapeutic target discovery
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RTSI: Representative Training Sample Index   Paired T-test: *P<0.05; ***P<0.0001
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